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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the relation between object identifiers (oid’s), object classification and
class change. We give a precise definition of a concept of oid that solves the problems with DB
merges and with the representation of historical information. We also extensively treat the differences
between these oid’s, keys, surrogates and pseudo-oid’s, which are the object identifiers often used in
practice. We distinguish object classes from role classes by defining roles (instances of role classes)
to be part of the state of objects (instances of object classes). An advantage of distinguishing classes
from roles is that we can avoid migration of objects between classes and thus the problems associated
with it. Furthermore, we show that roles as well as objects must be represented by globally unique
and unchangeable identifiers. As a consequence, there are two distinct taxonomic hierarchies, one
for object classes and one for role classes. In both hierarchies, the inheritance mechanism at the
instance level is based on identity. There is also inheritance between these two hierarchies, though,
and a natural mechanism for this is delegation from roles to objects. Finally, we argue that pure
oid’s cannot be implemented in practice, but that they serve a useful purpose as ideal towards which
practice should be oriented.
1 Introduction
There is a problem connected to object identification and class migration that is important for object-
oriented modeling and needs to be resolved. Assume thatPASSENGER is a subclass ofPERSON
and consider a person who migrates to the passenger subclass of persons, say by entering a bus. This
bus may carry 4000 passengers in one week, but counted differently, it may carry 1000 persons in
the same week. So counting persons differs from counting passengers. To count objects, we must
identify them as distinct from others or reidentify them as the same object in a different state, and
this is apparently done in a way that depends on the class of the object. Movement of an object to
a subclass then creates another way to count objects and hence another criterion for object identity.
In this paper, we sort out the problems connected to object identification and class migration and
propose a solution to them.
The importance of the concept of an object identifier was pointed out by Khoshafian and
Copeland [12]. The concept of object identifier has its ancestry in that of a surrogate [5], which
itself arose out of dissatisfaction with the concept of a key [11]. Along with object classifica-
tion and the encapsulation of state and behavior, object identity is listed as an essential feature of
object-oriented databases (OODB’s) in several attempts to define what OODB’s are [1, 26].
The concept of a role, which we use to represent class migration, was already defined in 1977 by
Bachman and Daya [2] in the context of the network data modeling approach. Because of the mixture
of logical and implementation issues in that approach, the characteristics role and role change were
not captured at a purely logical, implementation-independent manner. Recently, the concept surfaced
again in work on office modeling [17], object-oriented modeling [20] and the formal specification of
conceptual models [23]. Richardson and Schwarz [19] recently introduced roles under the name of
“aspects” and Su [22] studies the specification of allowable patterns of class change. The difference
between these proposals and ours is that we give identity a central place in our treatment and argue
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that objects as well as roles should have their own identifiers. In Sciore’s model [20], for example,
objects have no identity and in Richardson and Schwarz’s paper [19], roles have no identity.
In section 2, we give a precise definition of object identifiers and end up with a concept of oid
that does not coincide with other uses of it. We also show that there are important differences with
two related concepts, keys and surrogates. Section 3 then introduces the difference between object
classes and role classes and shows why we need both to adequately represent what is usually called
class migration. The relation between classification, class migration and identification is explored
in section 4. In section 5, the distinction between objects and roles is translated into an existence
constraint, which is a complement to the referential integrity constraint. We show in section 6
that object classes and role classes each have their own taxonomic hierarchy, in each of which the
inheritance mechanism at the instance level is based on identifiers. These two distinct hierarchies
are related by another inheritance mechanism from objects to roles that are played by them, which
is reminiscent of delegation [16]. Finally, we argue in section 7 that oid’s cannot, strictly speaking,
be implemented in practice, although it is useful as an ideal and we give ways to approximate it.
Section 8 concludes the paper.
The experience we had when writing this paper was that we were digging at the foundations
of object-orientation and encountered a mass of intertwined roots that is hard to disentangle. With
hindsight, this is not surprising, because object identification, classification, (encapsulated) object state
and state change are among the core concepts of object-orientation. In addition, the relation between
identity, class and class change is one of the most difficult problems of modal logic [8, 9, 14, 15, 25].
2 Object identifiers, keys, and surrogates
2.1 Reasons for introducing object identifiers
In order to implement an information system (IS) that represents real-world objects, we need a
representation of real-world objects that can be stored in an IS. We call this representation a proper
name of the real-world object. We want this proper name to satisfy the following two requirements.
 The proper name should allow us to pick out an object among indistinguishable objects (i.e.
among objects that are in the same state).
 The proper name should allow us to recognize an object as the same object, after it has changed
state.
The reason for the first requirement is that in any conceptual model of reality, we represent reality at
a certain level of abstraction, and this may cause different objects to be represented as if they were
in the same state. The only thing that can then distinguish them in the model is their proper name,
which must therefore be at least unique.
The reason for the second requirement is that without it, historical information about identities
would be lost. Consider what would happen if one would allow changes in proper names. First,
equality of proper names would then not necessarily imply that the named objects are identical.
For example, even if uniqueness of proper names at every single moment in time is respected, two
different persons could have the same proper name at different points in time. Second, difference of
proper names would not signify object difference. For example, even if uniqueness of proper names
through time is respected, a single person could have two different proper names at different moments
in time.
These two requirements on the proper names by which we wish to identify objects, presuppose
the following two simplifying assumptions about the world.
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 The unique identity principle: in any possible state of the world, each object has one and only
one identity, which differs from the identity of any other possible object.
 The identity persistence principle: each possible object has the same identity across all
possible states of the world. That is, the identity of an object remains invariant under any
change of state of the object.
The two assumptions are not always satisfied because they assume objects are discrete. Masses
like water, gold, profit and possibly even budgets do not satisfy the two presuppositions. For example,
when two masses of water are merged to yield a new mass of water, identity cannot be preserved
as required, and yet there is a link between the new mass and the two old masses. It is not clear
whether object identity can be used in the representation of this kind of event. Nevertheless, the two
presuppositions are satisfied often enough to make object identity useful in a large class of cases.
If we want to represent objects in an information system, then we need to simulate object identities.
The only way we can simulate the potentially infinite set of identities is by using globally unique
proper names, which we henceforth call object identifiers (oid’s).1 When an object becomes relevant
for the information system for the first time, a fresh oid is created and assigned to the object (this is
usually called “object creation”). If only finitely many objects are created in the life of an information
system then, in principle, the oid’s of these objects can be represented. We now get that an oid is a
proper name that satisfies the two identity principles as worked out in figure 1.
I The oid uniqueness principle: in any possible state of the world, each relevant
object has one and only one oid, which differs from the oid of any other relevant
object.
II The oid persistence principle: each relevant object has the same oid across all
relevant states of the world. That is, the oid of an object remains invariant under any
change of state of the object.
Figure 1: The two parts of the identity principle for oid’s.
2.2 Oid’s and keys
The concept of an oid is so general that it does not refer to databases at all, even though oid’s are
necessary to make a good database (DB) implementation possible. Thus, oid’s are a modeling concept
and not a DB concept. Other concepts that seem to be close to that of an oid are keys and surrogates.
In this section we look at differences between oid’s and keys.
A key of a database tuple is a set of one or more attributes in the tuple with values that are, and
must be, a unique combination in a relevant set of tuples. For example, a database key must be unique
in each possible state of a database, and a relation key must be unique in each relation instance. We
call a key user-assigned if there is at least one DB user (not being the DB administrator) that may
assign key values to tuples. We have been able to uncover the following differences between keys
and oid’s (see also figure 2 given at the end of section 2.3).
First, the concept of a key is a DB concept whereas the concept of an oid is more general. Oid’s
can be defined for real-world objects as well as for objects residing in a computer.
1By globally unique we mean unique across all possible states of the world. By the requirement of unchangeable
identity, our oid’s are really what are called rigid designators in modal logic [9].
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Second, because keys consist of attributes, key values are information-carrying. For example,
a key consisting of name and birthdate not only contains the information that the identified tuple
differs from any other in the relevant set of tuples, it also contains the name and birthdate of the
represented entity. By contrast, oid’s contain no other information than difference from other objects
and persistence of the same object over time.2
Third, keys are updatable whereas oid’s are not. Note, however, that in practice updates of
keys are often prohibited and that the requirement of non-updatability could easily be added to the
definition of a key. (In particular to the definition of a primary key.)
Fourth, a key is required to be unique in each single state of the database or relation, whereas an
oid must be unique across all possible states of the world. We regard this as a fundamental difference
that sets oid’s apart from keys.
A difference between keys and oid’s often mentioned is that oid’s avoid the DB merge problem.
This is the problem of determining, when two databases are merged, which items of information
represent the same object and which represent different objects. For example, when two vehicle
databases are merged that use different keys for vehicles, it is impossible to determine on the basis
of keys alone whether two tuples represent the same vehicle. This problem is indeed solved by the
concept of oid as defined in figure 1, because all possible vehicles have globally unique and persistent
oid’s. Any other concept of oid does not solve the DB merge problem, as discussed in section 7.4.
We hasten to add that the DB merge problem is solved by our concept of oid only at the price
of making them very difficult to implement. As a matter of fact, the requirements in the definition
are so strong that oid’s as we define them are never used in practice. Even a social security number
(SSN), which is often treated as if it were an oid for persons, does not satisfy the requirements that
figure 1 puts on oid’s. For example, many people have no SSN. In addition, some companies may
require the use of SSN in their DB’s as “oid,” but others use numbers generated locally. So if these
two companies merge DB’s, they will have the DB merge problem because it will be impossible to
decide, by looking at the “oid’s” alone, whether two different “oid’s” represent the same object or not.
Conversely, if we merge databases which use the same keys to identify employees, then it is perfectly
possible to determine whether two tuples from different databases represent the same employee.
Thus, the concept of an oid as defined in figure 1 is an ideal that is never attained in practice.
Nevertheless, the ideal concept defined in figure 1 is useful, because it represents what people usually
have in mind when talking about oid’s and it defines the situation which we should try to attain in
actual OODB’s, even when we will never be able to realize it completely. Moreover, as we will see
in section 7, it helps us to get the problems with oid’s into focus.
2.3 Oid’s and surrogates
Next to the concepts of oid and key, the concept of a surrogate has been advocated [5, 11]. A
surrogate is an identifier assigned to the representation of an object by the database system itself,
when that representation of the object is entered in the database. If we assume that each object is
represented by one tuple in the database, then, when a tuple is created, the DB system creates a
fresh surrogate that stays invariant even when values in the tuple are changed. That surrogate can be
viewed as the internal DB representative of the real-world object.
Surrogates are implementation concepts and are kept invisible for the user. They have no
significance in the conceptual model of reality.
When data is exchanged between the DB and some other party (a user or some other DB),
identity information can be exchanged only by using an identifier known and used as such by the
communicating parties. Thus, there is a need for visible identity information. Surrogates cannot be
2However, we do not exclude that an identifier may reveal the class(es) of the identified object [24].
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Keys Oid’s Surrogates
1. Database concept Modeling concept Implementation concept
2. Information-carrying
No information beyond ob-
ject identity
No information beyond ob-
ject identity
3. Updatable Non-updatable Non-updatable
4. Unique in each single state
of a DB
Unique across all possible
states of the world
Unique across all possible
states of one DB
5. Merge problem frequent No merge problem DB merge problem
6. Often assigned by DB user
Assigned by the oid distrib-
utor (see section 7.4) Assigned by DB system
7. Visible to the user Visible to the user Invisible to the user
Figure 2: Differences between keys, oid’s, and surrogates.
used for this purpose, since they are invisible outside the DB system. Since oid’s are designed to
represent identity information, it is natural to let oid’s be visible to the user as one of the possible
communication partners of the DB. Figure 2 lists the differences between keys, oid’s, and surrogates.
3 Object classification and counting
We define an object class as the largest set of possible objects that share a set of properties.3 By a
property of an object we mean anything that can be predicated of an object such as
 having an attribute (e.g. having the age attribute);
 having an attribute value (e.g. having age 12);
 having a behavior (e.g. having an inc age event in one’s life cycle);
 displaying a behavior (e.g. actually performing/suffering an inc age event);
 being subject to constraints (such as that the value of the age attribute never exceeds 150).
This list is not exhaustive. In what follows, by the extension of a class we mean the set of all its
possible instances, even if most of these do not exist currently and even if there are possible instances
that may never exist. We call the set of instances existing in a state of the world the existence set of
a class in that state.
It is a well-known insight from philosophical logic [15, 21, 25] that each class provides a principle
of counting. To explain what we mean by this, compare the number of passengers a bus carried in a
week with the number of persons that bus carried in the same week. It is possible that the count of the
number of passengers is 4000, but a count of the number of persons is 1000. Apparently, counting
the number of instances of class PASSENGER gives a different result from counting the number
of instances of the class PERSON . Each class thus comes with its own principle of counting.
And yet, all passengers are persons. But if the set of passengers is a subset of the set of persons,
then we ought to get the same answer when asking the number of instances of PASSENGER.
Something must be wrong here.
3Object classes are what Kripke and Putnam [14, 18] call natural kinds, i.e. classes of which the instances share the
same essential structure.
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The crucial assumption that seems to lead to the paradox is the assumption that each class has
its own principle of counting. This means that the identity of objects depends on their class and that
the equals sign should be typed by the class of the instances to which it is applicable. We call this
assumption the principle of relative identity [15].
If we deny this assumption, we get the principle of absolute identity that every object can be
counted, without knowing its class. Although we agree with the desirability of absolute identity on
other grounds (this is argued below) we do not want to use it as a solution to our paradox, because
absolute identity alone would not formalize our intuition that the number of passengers in the example
is 4000 and not 1000. For our solution, it is important to note that each passenger is really a state of
a person. When we count passengers, we really count how often persons have been in the state of
being a passenger. So each passenger is in some sense a person, because it is a person in a certain
state. In contrast to what is often assumed in practice, passengers are not persons in the sense that the
class of passengers is a subclass of the class of persons. Thus, male persons are a subclass of persons
but passengers are not. By taking this position, we have to explain what happens to the taxonomic
structure of the world. We do this in section 6.
Here, we define what exactly the relation is between classes like PASSENGER and classes
like PERSON . We will say that PASSENGER is a role class and PERSON , as before, is an
object class. Instances of role classes are roles and instances of object classes are objects. A role is
(part of) a state in which an object can be and if the object is in that state, we say that it plays that
role. The difference between a role class and an object class is characterized in figure 3 [23].
 An instance of an object class cannot exist without being an instance of that class.
 For an instance of a role class there are possible states of the world in which it exists,
as an object, without being an instance of that role class.
Figure 3: Roles and objects.
For example, a car cannot exist without being an instance of CAR, but a student can exist as a
person without being a STUDENT . This is because a student is a person in a certain state, and
that person can exist without being in that state. A car, on the other hand, is not another object in
the state of being a car; it is just a car. So CAR is an object class, but STUDENT is a role class.
Most examples of classes in data modeling are actually role classes. Employees, secretaries, drivers,
passengers, bosses and property are all roles played by instances of certain classes of objects.
3.1 Essential versus contingent
Our characterization of objects and roles can also be stated in terms of essential properties and
contingent properties. A property of an object is called essential if the property is independent of
the state of the object; if the object exists at all, it has these properties. A property is contingent if
the object has it in some possible states and does not have it in others; the object can exist without
having those properties. So to be an instance of one or more object classes is an essential property of
an object, but to be an instance of one or more role classes is a contingent property of an object.
Being an instance of a role class is a contingent property of objects, i.e. the object can exist
without playing the role. This does not mean that a role cannot have essential properties itself. For
example, a passenger may have as essential property, as passenger, the attribute vehicle which has
as value the oid of the vehicle in which he or she travels. This means that a person cannot be in the
state of being a passenger without having that attribute. But of course, persons need not be in the
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state of being a passenger. So vehicle is not an essential attribute of persons in general, but only of
persons playing the role of passenger.
3.2 Absolute identity and the instantiation principle
We mentioned the principle of absolute identity and noted that, on independent grounds, it is desirable
to assume it. These grounds are basically that it is a lot easier to assume absolute identity than relative
identity, and that it seems as a matter of fact to be true for object classes. For example, in order-sorted
ADT specification [7, 10], the equals sign coincides on overlapping sorts, and when we look at actual
examples of object classes such as CAR and V EHICLE, it seems to be true that the equals sign
coincides on overlapping object classes. Thus, we assume there is one = sign for all object classes C.
This means that to count instances of object classes, we just count oid’s. The extension of an
object class can be represented by the set of all possible identifiers of objects of that class, and the
subclass relationship is then simply the subset relationship between extensions. Because there is a
1-1 correspondence between oid’s and objects, we can formulate the following principle for oid’s.
III The oid instantiation principle: the instances of object classes are oid’s, and each
oid is an instance of at least one object class.
We mentioned earlier that each class is defined by a set of properties applicable to all its instances.
For example, which attributes are applicable to an object depends on the classes of which an object is
an instance. Given the instantiation principle, we may therefore regard the attributes defined for an
object class as being applicable to the oid’s in the class. This allows us to represent objects by their
oid’s and object states by tuples containing a mapping from attributes to values. So a person object
in a particular state can be represented as
(p; (name : s; address : a));
where p is a PERSON oid, s is a string, n a natural number, and a an address identifier. We assume
that the set of attributes of persons, and the set of allowable values of each attribute, has been declared
somewhere.
4 The representation of roles
4.1 Role identification
If a role is (part of) a state, and a state is represented by a set of labeled attribute values, then apparently
a role is represented by a set of labeled attribute values. However, this is not quite true. For example,
(p; (name : s; address : a; salary : n; company : c))
is a person playing the role of employee for a company with oid c and with salary n. After a salary
raise, the person is in state
(p; (name : s; address : a; salary : n0; company : c)):
This is a different state of p but we regard it as the same role, because the person has not ceased to
be that employee, even though the person is in a different state. Thus, just like object states, we want
to be able to talk about role states. Only if p resigns and later is rehired, then we regard p as playing
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a different employee role. So, one problem is how to represent the difference between a salary raise
and a rehiring with a new salary. In general, the problem is how to represent role identity over time:
given two object states in both of which the same object is playing a role, are they states of the same
role or different roles?
A second problem is that we should allow objects to play two roles simultaneously. Take a person
who is two employees at the same time:
(p; (name : s; address : a; salary : n; company : c; salary : n0; company : c0)):
The information which salary belongs to which company is not represented (because the order of the
attribute/value pairs in the tuple is not significant). Structuring the tuple does help, but not enough.
In
(p; (name : s; address : a; (salary : n; company : c); (salary : n0; company : c0)))
it is not clear how we should address the salary p earns with one of the companies.
These considerations lead us to the assumption of a role identifier (rid) for each role, that
preserves the identity of the role under change of state, and that distinguishes the role from other roles
played by the same object. For example,
(p; (name : s; address : a); (e; (salary : n; company : c)))
is a person p in the state of playing role e with salary n. In
(p; (name : s; address : a); (e; (salary : n0; company : c)));
p is playing the same role with a different salary, and in
(p; (name : s; address : a); (e0; (salary : n; company : c)));
he is playing a different role with the same company and salary.
The arguments to have rid’s are analogous to those for oid’s:
1. For each role of an object, we want to be able to distinguish it from other, possibly indistin-
guishable roles played by the same object.
2. For each role played by an object, we want to be able to recognize it as the same role even if
the object changes the state of that role.
The use of rid’s has also the advantage of more flexible information-sharing. For example, we
may have a state of the world with different persons p1 and p2, playing the roles of employee e1 and
e2, respectively, that share information as follows:
(p1; (name : : : :); (e1; (: : :)));
(p2; (name : : : :); (e2; (manager : e1; : : :))):
There are a number of loose ends that we must still tidy up. First, role identifiers create a problem
with identity, for now a person playing the role of employee is not identical to that employee. This
means that properties defined for that person are not defined for that employee and vice versa. We
show how to tackle this problem in section 6 below.
Second, there is the question whether roles can play roles, i.e. if within a role, an object can start
playing other roles that only have meaning in the context of the “larger” role. This is again a matter
of taxonomy and will be discussed in section 6.
Finally, there is the question who does rid assignment. The considerations here are similar to
those for oid’s, as will be discussed in section 7.
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4.2 Degenerate roles
Suppose we want to define a role SENIOR of objects of class PERSON , and we define seniors
to be persons who have reached their 65th birthday. Suppose in addition that other than being over
65 years of age, seniors have no properties (attributes, constraints, events) over and above those of
persons. How should we model the class SENIOR?
Obviously, SENIOR is not an object class, for a person can exist without being a senior. So
assume SENIOR to be a role class. Then when a person becomes 65, he starts playing the role
of SENIOR. Because there are no extra properties defined for SENIOR over and above those
defined for PERSON , a person playing the role of senior is represented by (p; : : : ; (s; ())). But
when a role has no attributes, then the arguments to assign an rid to it are not applicable anymore. But
this means that there is no reason to model SENIOR as a role at all. Rather, it is only a predicate
which happens to become applicable to persons when they become 65 years of age. This is worked
out in more detail in [24].
5 Objects, roles and existence
We have now reached a point where the difference between roles and objects almost seems to vanish.
Suppose we use the names EMPLOYEE and PASSENGER for what we call role attributes,
which are attributes that hold the set of identifiers of roles that the object is playing. Then we can
represent a person in a state where (s)he is two employees, but not a passenger, as a set of three tuples
rather than as one tuple that would be more complex:
(p; (name : s; address : a); EMPLOYEE : fe; e0g; PASSENGER : fg)
(e; (salary : n; company : c))
(e
0
; (salary : n0; company : c0)):
This seems indistinguishable from a model in which there are three objects, one person and two
employees, which are related to each other in some ways. Thus, it looks as if we reduced our model
to one in which there are only objects, each with a unique identifier and with attribute values that may
themselves be identifiers (or sets of identifiers).
However, the difference between roles and objects stated in figure 3 still holds. One essential
difference between objects and roles is that a role cannot exist without being played by an object, but
objects can exist without playing roles; another essential difference is that the taxonomic structure of
object- and role classes imposes constraints on the way roles can be played (see section 6). Because
of the 1-1 correspondence between (existing) objects and roles on the one hand and their identifiers
on the other, we can state the first essential difference in terms of identifiers as follows.
1. An existing rid must always be (an element of) the value of a role attribute of an existing object
(or role, see section 6).
2. An existing oid need not play any roles.
The first statement is an integrity constraint requiring that when a role exists, an existing object refers
to it. Note that this constraint is different from referential integrity, which requires the existence of
a referred object or role. By contrast, the constraint above requires the existence of a “referrer” for
each existing rid.
The second statement implies that the role attributes of an existing object may all have an empty
set as value. This empty set actually acts as a NULL value with the meaning of “absent” or “does not
exist,” and means that the role is not applicable in this state of the object.
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Figure 4: Inheritance by identity and inheritance by delegation.
6 Taxonomy
The distinction between objects and roles implies that we have two distinct taxonomic hierarchies, as
illustrated in figure 4. The dashed boxes in the figure represent role classes and the other boxes object
classes. There are two kinds of inheritance possible, which we call subclass inheritance, represented
by an unbroken arrow from subclass to superclass, and role-oriented inheritance, represented by a
dotted arrow from a role class to the class whose instances can play the role.
By subclass inheritance we mean simply that each object or role has precisely one identity, to
which all properties defined for its class(es) are applicable. This is basically a consequence of the
oid- and rid instantiation principles. Thus, a secretary role is an instance of the SECR and EMP
role classes, and therefore just has all attributes, events, constraints etc. defined for instances of these
two classes.
Role-oriented inheritance works as follows. If name is a PERSON attribute but not an EMP
attribute, there is an unambiguous answer to the question what the name of an employee is, because
for each role there is only one object playing that role. If an employee is asked for its name, it can
delegate the answering of this question to the unique and existing object that plays it. The mechanism
of role-oriented inheritance is a particular application of inheritance by delegation, introduced by
Lieberman [16].
We write C1  C2 if C1 is a subclass of C2 and R1  R2 if R1 is a subclass of R2. If all
instances of C can play role R we write C ; R. An important part of an OODB schema will be the
specification of constraints describing which classes of objects can play which classes of roles.
Two interesting interactions between  and; are (figure 4):
1. If C2 ; R and C1  C2, then C1 ; R. For example, if all persons can play the role of
employee, then all females can play the role of employee.
2. If C ; R1 and R1  R2, then C ; R2. For example, if all persons can play the role of
secretary, then all persons can play the role of employee.
Space limitations prevent us from working this out in more detail.
A final remark about taxonomy is that we see no reason why roles could not play roles. Possible
examples ofR1 ; R2 are employees who become project managers, students who become teaching-
assistants, etc. In each of these cases, we have a choice betweenR1 ; R2 andR2  R1. InR1 ; R2,
we can have several R2 instances as role of an R1 instance, and we can represent persistence of an
R2 instance through change of state of that role instance independently from the identity of the R1
instance. So R1 ; R2 makes it possible, for example, to let an object play role R1 and let this R1
instance play role R2 later, or never.
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The advantages of R1 ; R2 are absent when we choose R2  R1. In addition, the choice
for R2  R1 may involve partial instantiation. For example, in figure 4, we could have an EMP
instance that is not a SECR or MGR instance since it did not migrate (yet) to one of its subclasses.
Partial instantiation may a bad idea, because it introduces null values for attributes that are not (yet)
applicable, and this introduces a host of problems in formalization as well as implementation. Again,
space limitations prevent us from working this out here.
7 Problems with oid’s
7.1 Roles played by nameless or anonymous objects
An object is nameless if it has no oid. Examples of nameless objects are pins, nails, screws etc.
produced by a factory. These remain nameless because no one cares to assign oid’s to them.
An object is anonymous if it has an oid, but we cannot get to know it. Examples of objects that
often remain anonymous are people. Assuming that every possible person has an oid, then this oid
may be kept secret for reasons of privacy [3, 4]. Numerous transactions, such as buying a book or
buying a bus ticket, are conducted without the people involved even knowing each other’s name, let
alone their oid [3].
Anonymous objects are relevant for an IS if they play roles that are represented in the IS.
In practice, these roles can be represented as if they were objects. This modeling decision has
two consequences. First, attributes of the anonymous object which are relevant for the IS should be
attached to the role. Second, if the same object plays the role several times, then this is not represented
in the IS -which is precisely what is intended. For example, a transport company may represent its
passengers as if they were objects, i.e. as tuples of the form
(pid; (weight : w; vehicle : v; ticket : m));
with pid an oid (rid) for “passenger objects” and with weight a person attribute attached to the
passenger role. The identifier pid is different for different passengers, even if these passengers are
the same person.
Note that lack of knowledge of the oid of an object does not obliterate the difference between
objects and roles. The advantage of making the difference explicit, is that it puts us in a position
where we can explicitly make the modeling decision whether or not to represent a role as if it were
an object.
7.2 The oid recognition problem
Objects are not born with their oid stamped onto them, so we need an entity which assigns oid’s to
objects. We call this entity the oid distributor. In accordance with the definition in figure 1, we
assume that there is one and only oid distributor, who assigns oid’s to all possible objects in the entire
world. This assumption will only be lifted in section 7.4, when we return to the DB merge problem.
The oid distributor may appoint delegates to which (s)he delegates the right to assign oid’s, say
by allocating disjoint sets of oid’s to delegates to be assigned by them, but even in this case the oid
distributor and his or her delegates jointly act as one oid distributor. We therefore continue talking
about the oid distributor.
To simulate the situation that every relevant object has one and only one globally unique oid, the
oid distributor must assign fresh oid‘s to newly created objects in such a way that at any moment, there
is a finite set of oid’s that stands in a 1-1 labeling relation to the finite set of objects that have become
relevant till that moment. The oid recognition problem is that the oid distributor must determine
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whether an object given to it to be “baptized” has not already been assigned an oid. Making a wrong
decision here will lead to one object being assigned two proper names by the oid distributor as if
they were the oid of the object. For an oid distributor, there is no fail-safe way to circumvent the oid
recognition problem. So even with one world-wide oid distributor, there may be objects with two or
more proper names that are treated as if they were oid’s.
The oid recognition problem also exists for users, but a recognition mistake by users does not
lead to the assignment of two different proper names that will be used as if they were oid’s.
7.3 The oid authentication problem
In addition, there is the authentication problem, which is the problem to ascertain that the oid we
have of an object is indeed the oid assigned to it by the oid distributor. Engine block numbers can be
altered, and people can simply present us a false social security number.
The only fail-safe way to solve the authentication problem is to find a combination of unchangeable
properties that is unique for each individual object and define a 1-1 connection between these properties
and the oid’s. Indirectly, by having a combination of properties that is guaranteed to be globally unique
and unchangeable, objects would then be born with an oid defined for them. However, for almost no
kind of object there is a combination of properties that is certain to be unique for each object of that
kind [14]. Fingerprints of persons may be an exception (if they are unique for each person -which
we are not sure of). But even if fingerprints are unique, there are many situations where we would
like to know the oid of a person where it is socially unacceptable to take that person’s fingerprints. In
addition, it does not eliminate the possibility for fraud -an automated teller machine can be fooled by
a glove simulating the fingerprints, body temperature, moisture etc. of a person.
This means that we must mark the object somehow with its oid, e.g. by pasting a label on it,
grafting a number in it, giving it a pass containing a photo, etc. All of the methods known to us
are open to fraud: labels may be removed, grafted numbers may be made illegible, passes forged,
etc. Fraud may be made difficult and it may be made illegal, but it cannot be made completely
impossible. In the case of oid’s for people, there is in addition a moral problem. Marking people
with an indelible oid is morally unacceptable; anything else is even more susceptible to fraud, but
is still to be preferred. Thus, in practice, even if we had one infallible world-wide oid distributor,
users of oid’s may be fallible and may not notice that fraud has been committed by swapping oid’s
etc. The ideal definition of oid’s in figure 1 assumes a single world-wide infallible oid distributor and
infallible users who cannot be fooled.
7.4 The identity exchange problem
In actual practice, there is not one oid distributor in the world. Indeed, governments issue social
security numbers, companies issue employee numbers, etc. and they treat these numbers as if they
were oid’s (or rid’s), but these numbers do not satisfy the requirements of figure 1. We prefer to call
them pseudo-oid’s, by which we mean a proper name, issued by an authority for a class of relevant
objects, and that is globally unique and unchangeable for instances of that class. The issuing authority
is called a pseudo-oid distributor. In the case of database systems, we assume a DB administrator
(DBA) is appointed who is responsible for the assignment of pseudo-oid’s to objects that become
relevant for the DB system.
Multiple pseudo-oid’s per object create the identity exchange problem, which contains the DB
merge problem mentioned in section 2.2 as a special case. The problem is simply that, given two
pseudo-oid’s, there is no way of determining whether they denote the same object, unless we have
more information. This extra information can consist of the presence of the denoted object(s) and
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the information that there is no fraud: if there is one object and there is no fraud, then the two
pseudo-oid’s apparently denote the same object. If we merge two large DB’s that use pseudo-oid’s
from different distributors, this is not a realistic option. Thus, contrary to what is often suggested, the
(pseudo-)oid’s used in practice do not solve the DB merge problem, although they help to reduce it.
One way to reduce the identity exchange problem is for each DBA to borrow the pseudo-oid’s
already assigned to objects by a higher-level authority, and to make other DBA’s do the same. Thus,
if two companies use a globally known social security number as pseudo-oid for all their employees,
then they will have no problem preserving person identity information when they merge their DB’s.
Borrowing is different from delegation, because the DBA merely decides to use pseudo-oid’s already
assigned by a higher-level authority; he does not assign pseudo-oid’s himself in the name of the pseudo-
oid distributor, as a pseudo-oid delegate would do. If there is no useful higher-level authority, but the
DBA still wants to reduce the identity exchange problem, then (s)he should set up an organization
that acts as a higher-level authority. This is what often happens when inter-organizational electronic
data interchange (EDI) networks are set up.
In the limit, when all DBA’s borrow from the same oid distributor, we have reached the ideal
situation of one oid distributor for the entire world. However, even in this case, we have an identity
exchange problem as long as this oid distributor is fallible and may commit a recognition mistake.
8 Conclusions
We have tried to sort out some of the problems connected with object identification, classification,
taxonomy and class migration. The results can be divided into two groups, one concerning classes
and one concerning instances.
At the class level, we defined the difference between object classes and role classes. An existing
object can play zero or more roles, and a role can only exist by being part of the state of an existing
object. To discover whether a class is a role class or an object class, the question whether the class
instances can exist independently, can be asked. By making the distinction between objects and
roles explicit, we put the analyst in the position that (s)he knows what information is lost when (s)he
decides to model roles as objects.
We distinguished two kinds of inheritance relations, which we have called subclass- and role-
oriented inheritance, respectively. Subclass inheritance can exist between object classes and also
between role-classes, but not between the two kinds of classes intermixed. Role-oriented inheritance
can exist from an object class to a role class, and from role classes to other role classes. Each object
and role has a globally unique unchangeable identifier, and this is the basis for the mechanism of
subclass inheritance. The mechanism of role-oriented inheritance is delegation.
The phenomenon that a person can become a student is often called “class migration.” The
object then gets student properties in addition to its person properties. In some implementations, this
involves changing the identifier of the person object into that of a student object [13]. But changing
identifiers runs counter to the essence of the idea of an oid and creates practical implementation
problems, such as how to avoid dangling references and how to represent historical information. In
our approach, class migration is modeled by adding or deleting roles to an object and we need not
change any object- or role identifier to do this. An object or role always remains an instance of its
classes and when an object starts playing a role, a fresh rid is created for that role.
At the instance level, we defined oid’s and listed a number of differences between oid’s, keys and
surrogates. Some authors use a concept of oid that is closer to the concept of a surrogate than that of
an oid as we define it (e.g. [6, 13]).
Our oid’s have been defined in such a way that they solve the identity exchange problem, of
which the DB merge problem is a special case. We observed that anything else, like keys, surrogates
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or pseudo-oid’s, does not solve this problem. However, we also observed that oid’s are never used,
because they are practically impossible to implement. We therefore suggested pseudo-oid’s assigned
by high-level authorities as a next-best solution to the problem.
Finally, we charted a number of problems connected to oid’s, which are also connected to pseudo-
oid’s. We observed that these problems cannot be completely eliminated.
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